SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARTICLES

The purpose of the magazine In Touch is to serve AKA members and assist in the promotion of kinesiology. Content must be consistent with AKA policy. The Editor reserves the right to make any adjustments necessary. Reasonable efforts will be made to consult with authors on major edits where time allows. Information must be true and accurate. Any claims made must be validated through referencing and research. No discriminatory or offensive material will be published.

Receipt of articles or advertising copy does not imply publication of same.

CONTENT

Articles should be of professional interest to those in the kinesiology community, to challenge experienced kinesiologists and encourage novices. Case studies and research articles are welcome. Informative articles on wellbeing are also encouraged.

Articles should not be “advertisors” for modalities, products, services, courses etc. These will not be accepted and no correspondence will be entered into.

LENGTH

Feature articles 1,500 to 2,000 words. Longer articles may be submitted at the discretion of the Editor and may be spread over 2 parts/editions.

Smaller articles 600 to 1,000 words.

FORMAT

Submit to the Editor intouch@aka.asn.au by email as a Word doc. Images including logos to be supplied separately as JPGs or TIFFS and clearly labelled. Email size should be at least 500mb but not exceed 1MB per image.

AUTHOR

Please include: Biography 100 word max along with Headshot Photo.

AKA reserves the right to alter guidelines/specifications without notice.